Imagine the images are the same footballer, not several! And that the stadium is empty except for the crowd shots! The first
shots are a footballer in a huge stadium alone playing uppsie with crowd noises and the second lot are dribbling/playing
football alone.
Wide shot of Brighton Stadium we see a lone
footballer in the middle

CU on footballer’s feet playing keep-upy
alone

Roar as goal is scored, crowd starts to chant

Chanting builds, theme tune starts, rhythmic
kicking of ball builds throughout

Sound effects continues. Crowd “ohs”

One of the managers on the sideline goes
down, as his team scores. It’s a heart attack.
The paramedics rush to his side. “Claudius”
leaves

Wide shot of the King’s funeral

Wide shot of the usuper uncles quick
marriage to the Queen.

A hushed silence

V/O Henri: “The king is dead
Long live the king”

The crowd cheers

We returrn to a slightly wider shot of Henri still
keeping the ball in play

V/O Henri: “Sometimes its easy to forget its
just a game. I catch myself, you know..”

We slowly track out

And further out.

V/O continued: “wondering whether I still
feel it like I used to.

The risk, it’s all consuming everywhere.

JOSE MOURINHO cheers his team on

Hamlet cotemplates his mother and uncle’s
disloyal marriage

JOSE MOURINHO drinks

Noise crowd makes when goal has just
been missed

Effect	
  from	
  crowd…	
  

“What he corrupts is all I know about.”
Chanting builds again

V/O Henri: “What he is, is all I think
about.”

We continue to pull out from our footballer

“What he loves is all I suffer about.”
Chanting carries on building

We continue to track out out
from Henri as he still keeping
the ball up

“The arbiter, the one who
decides.”

Hamlet talks to his mother

“It’s like I’m living in a bubble.”

Fergusson yells at his team from the side-line

“He is the referee on the other
side, off the pitch.”
Chanting gets fast paced

Henri continues keeping the ball up, alone in the
huge stadium.

JOSE MOURINHO flexes his muscles.

We hear the ball fall. The crowd reacts and
then goes silent

“The monster...”
Crowd angry noises

Wide shot of angry mob

Henri begins to dribble round the stadium

Henri dribbles up the pitch

The crowd shout.

HENRI (V.O.) “Me, I’m living in a
bubble.” Once again the them tune
starts to build and the crowd are
appeased and start to chant again

“I ask myself, am I reaching my
potential in professional sport?”
The crowd reacts over the next sequence
as Henri dribbles and plays

Henri kicks the ball

Medium shot Henri as he does a clever fast
ball manouvre

Close up on Henri’s feet as he dribbles faster
and faster

“Is this worth holding onto?”

“I could choose to play, keep
playing, hold the ball up, spin, tuck-in,
shoot, score. “

“Reject the mind games, reject
responsibility. The responsibility….

Henri heads the ball into the goal

Hamlet attempts to stab Polonius

“ The final score….”
The crowd roar

The reckoning...”
PAUSE

“What is it to be a man?”

Henri scores another goal

Hamlet fights

Henri scores another goal

“Life or football? The more we think”

“The less we dance”

“Cause if you stop,”

Hamlet contemplates Yorrick

Hamlet in the graveyard

Close-up of Henri

“they forget you ever danced at all. So, I
exist in the moment. That’s the beauty..”

“and the banality of sport.”

“As for my future…..nothing
is yet decided”. It falls silent
Crowd roar

Henri alone in the football stadium staring into the
camera

It falls silent

